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Loss Control Insight 
Depression … Not Just the Blues 

 
What is depression? 
 
Depression is not just about having a bad day. It can be more serious and negatively affect how a person feels, thinks and 
acts, decreasing their ability to function well at home and at work.  
 
It is not unnatural to feel “blue” once in a “blue moon.” At such times, feelings of sadness, anxiety, or emotional dejection 
are generally tied to specific events and are transient. However, in some cases, a person may experience these emotions 
as part of the normal course of their life – for a continual period of time, sometimes with intermittent and uneven periods of 
highs. 
 
Clinical depression is a “mood disorder” that is a medical condition, not a character weakness. It may be characterized by 
feelings of hopelessness and helplessness, lack of motivation, joylessness and increased sadness. It can be 
accompanied by loss of appetite, difficulty in expressing feelings, change in sleep patterns, worrying, pessimism, 
withdrawal, apathy, crying spells, loneliness, generalized dissatisfaction, and lethargy.  
 
Coping with Depression 
 
If you think you have depression, professional treatment is always the first step. However, there are other measures you 
can take on your own to reduce the impact of depression symptoms. Amazingly, these same steps can help you to 
improve your ability to manage everyday life stress and reduce factors that may be putting you at risk.  
 

Exercise - Exercise strengthens our body to manage the physical challenges of daily living. Research proves that 
exercise even generates feel-good chemicals that can improve our mood. 
 
Nutrition - It is ideal to strive for three balanced meals per day with light snacks in between. Choosing fresh 
options versus food packaged in a box or a bag is an easy way to start making healthy food choices. 
 
Sleep - Good sleep matters. Start with creating a sleep environment that is cool, dark, quiet and relaxing.  
Think of yourself as a phone and sleep as its charger – without sleep the brain and body will eventually shut 
down. Staying off of electronic devices like cell phones, TV, tablets and computers an hour before sleep is a good 
idea. 
 
Be mindful - Mindfulness is the practice of being present in the moment. When we get overwhelmed it is usually 
because our minds start to think about past setbacks or worry about future challenges – this kind of thinking can 
lead to feelings of stress and even depression. 
 
Do what you love - It sounds easy enough, but with the push and pull of obligations sometimes the last thing we 
put on our “to do” list are the things that are the most meaningful and have a positive impact on our lives. We 
should always prioritize the things we love, take time for me. 
 
Avoid harmful substances - Negative coping includes things like taking drugs, drinking alcohol or engaging in high 
risk behavior like reckless driving or cutting.  Negative coping skills include activities that can feel good in the 
moment, but leave people feeling worse later on and potentially be dangerous. 
 

Many are paralyzed by the fear of saying the wrong thing and opt for saying nothing instead. When approaching the 
conversation with a genuine effort to “put yourself in their shoes,” your intent will be felt and appreciated. Always 
encourage someone that is (or maybe) suffering with depression to seek help, compassion or emotional support plays an 
essential role in recovering from depression.  
 
Depression can affect anyone—even a person who appears to live in relatively ideal circumstances. Always remember 
you are not alone. 
 


